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The North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) is responsible for the aerospace warning, 
aerospace control, and maritime warning of North America. The command is organized binationally, with 
Canadians and Americans service members operating jointly to track and assess air objects. For the first time in 
years, NORAD has re-entered public discourse and attention. 

Between 4 February and 10 February 2023, four air objects were shot down in North American airspace over 
the Atlantic, Alaska, the Yukon, and Lake Huron. This is the first time, at least known publicly, that national 
command authorities (NCA) (the Canadian Prime Minister and the American President) have authorized this 
action. Both Biden and Trudeau have characterized these objects, flying between 20,000 and 60,000 feet, as 
threats to civilian aircraft.1  

A great deal of public conversation has centred around the aerospace control component of NORAD’s mission 
suite relative to the NCA and use of fighter interceptors. However, there is little discussion about the aerospace 
warning function, which this Quick Impact briefly explores and raises timely questions. 

Lessons Learned and Questions Raised from the 2023 incidents 
During the Pentagon Press Briefing on 12 February 2023, US Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland 
Defense and Hemispheric Affairs Melissa Dalton (who also serves as the U.S. co-Chair of the Permanent Joint 
Board on Defence)2 and General Glen VanHerck, the dual-hatted Commander of NORAD and USNORTHCOM, 
discussed the Lake Huron shoot down. 

Dalton mentioned that NORAD has been “more closely scrutinizing our airspace at these altitudes, enhancing 
our radar, which may at least partly explain the increase in the objects detected.”3 President Biden reiterated 
this on 16 February.4 While this adjustment of filters to see high-altitude, low-speed objects is beneficial, it begs 
the questions of: Why had this change not already been issued? Is it a change in risk analysis?  And if so, what 
prompted the change? 

NORAD and USNORTHCOM’s Global Information Dominance Exercises (GIDE) seek to break down information 
barriers and data stovepipes with cross-US Combatant Command collaboration and artificial intelligence. 5 There 
is a growing realization that combatant commands need to share more information with one another. This is 
pertinent given NORAD and USNORTHCOM represent the first line of continental defence. It is a work in progress.  



 

  

One wonders if the initial flight path of the Chinese high-altitude surveillance balloon, which is suspected of 
taking off from the Hainan Islands, was detected by INDOPACOM or other allies before it reached the Alaskan 
Air Defence Identification Zone (AADIZ) over the Aleutian Islands on 28 January. 6 Was enough information 
integrated and shared to perhaps have allowed the NCA’s (POTUS and PM) to make an earlier decision to shoot 
down the object? Or was more time needed to assess its capabilities, intentions, and flight path? 

RCAF Major-General Scott Clancy (Ret’d), former NORAD Director of Operations (J3), acknowledged the 
enhancements of sensors as a possibility of seeing these slow-moving, high-altitude threats. 7  However, Clancy’s 
point regarding letting military intelligence and national security intelligence agencies complete due diligence is 
especially salient. As he pointedly states, US and Canadian accusations against other states regarding these air 
objects can have consequential and severe political, diplomatic, strategic, and economic ramifications. 8 This is 
a point echoed by Andrea Charron, co-author of NORAD: In Perpetuity and Beyond. Further, she notes that the 
high-altitude surveillance balloon is likely unrelated to the other three objects.  Precipitous accusations are 
especially dangerous in heightened geopolitical tensions. 9 

Dalton, Clancy, and Charron present reasonable and viable explanations for why NORAD is detecting more lower 
altitude air objects and why little information has been made public. In a geopolitically complex international 
security environment, assertion must be grounded in evidence and fact. Waiting for the intelligence 
communities to conduct their assessments first is prudent. President Biden reiterated this process on 16 
February, where he also indicated that the last three objects were not tied to adversarial state surveillance 
efforts based on the most recent intelligence efforts. 10 

In the meantime, NORAD Modernization is well underway and the events of the last two weeks have only 
heightened awareness about the necessity for capability upgrades. 11 The drive is to eliminate “gaps in domain 
awareness.” 12 Of course, Russia’s attack on Ukraine had primed the Canadian public to think more seriously 
about Canada’s defence capabilities A year later, the political agenda has reacted by placing NORAD, an 
institution that has largely existed out of sight and out of mind,13 at the top of the priority list.  

Most Canadians and Americans know little of the binational command, beyond the annual ‘NORAD Tracks Santa’ 
tradition. The events of the last two weeks have again highlighted the true value of binationalism to Canada and 
the US. 14 In addition to the need for greater public awareness and understanding of NORAD’s importance, it is 
imperative that domestic politicking does not interfere or sew discord with respect to the role the binational 
command has in protecting the continent. Doing so plays into the disinformation game that adversaries 
continuously and actively attempt to exploit. NORAD continues to have “The Watch” and is North America’s first 
line of defence. 

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/scott-clancy-coach-speaker-mentor-author-3901115a_norad-activity-7031244377922433024--2J_?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop.
https://www.mqup.ca/norad-products-9780228014003.php?page_id=&102220
https://theconversation.com/amid-tumultuous-times-norad-needs-a-consistent-canada-u-s-commitment-197162
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